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Magic Card Tricks
72 spectacular and entertaining tricks: card locations, coincidence tricks, mental magic
with cards, tricks with double endings, tricks with two decks, predictions, tricks with
borrowed decks, trick poker deals. Easy-to-learn, clearly illustrated, these tricks
produce spectacular effects with a minimum of practice. 42 illustrations.
ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW A PRACTICAL HANDBOOK setting out the full
instructions for a routine of amazing card tricks. All the tricks involve the production
of the Aces in a variety of spectacular ways. The book is designed to guide the beginner
in card magic through the basic handling of the cards to the successful production of
the tricks.
A clearly illustrated book for kids on magic and card tricks.
Surprise Your Family and Friends With Amazing Card Tricks: Magic With Cards
Magic and Card Tricks
Gimmicks and Card Tricks
Card & Magic Tricks
Mental Card Tricks - Magic Tricks Using the Mind to Impress and Amaze
Mark Wilson's Complete Course in Magic

Scarne, the world's number-one card wizard, reworked 155 classic card tricks to eliminate the
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need for sleight-of-hand. Simple instructions and clear diagrams illustrate Houdini's "Card on
the Ceiling," Blackstone's "Card Trick Without Cards," Carlyle's "Piano Card Trick," Milton
Berle's "Quickie Card Deal," and Scarne's own "Drunken Poker Deal" and "Knockout Card
Trick."
This unusual book contains a variety of classic mental card tricks and stunts, and is ideal for
those who want to impress, wow and entertain with something new. Contents include: Card
Manipulation - Naming Unseen Cards - Another Method - The 1926 Trick - Odds and Evens The Thirteen Trick - The Vanishing Cards - The Reversed Cards - Sixteen to the Dozen - The
Changing Kings and Aces - The Mahatma Card Divination - Chosen Card Already Known - A
Wonderful Memory - The Opening Pack - Affectionate Cards - Reversing the Cards - The
Indian Fakir - Choosing Cards by Name - Prepared Cards - Finding Chosen Cards - From
Head to Foot - Another Variation - Long and Short Cards - When ink is Black - Odds and
Evens - Cards From Your Pocket - Naming Unseen Cards - The Suffragette - Demon Cards Named Card Chosen by Audience - Counting Cards by Weight - Dropping the Pack - Catching
a Chosen Card - Selecting the Court Cards - The Rising Card - to Shake A Card Through a
Handkerchief. This vintage text is being republished in a high quality, modern and affordable
edition, complete with reproductions of the black and white illustrations that featured in the
original version.
Two books, bound together in a single volume, ground novices in fundamentals and lead them
to mastery of 80 different tricks involving cards, coins, matches, and other articles. 89
illustrations.
36 Magic Card Tricks
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Easy-to-Do Card Tricks for Children
All The Detail Instructions Of This Sport: Easy Magic Card Tricks
Tricks For Magic Cards
Mind-Blowing Magic Tricks for Everyone
Magic Tricks, Card Shuffling and Dynamic Computer Memories
Provides instructions for how to perform eight magic tricks involving
playing cards, memory, and sleight-of-hand.
This giant-sized collection explains how to perform over 600
professional card tricks, devised by the world's greatest magicians.
The finest single compendium available, the book features a clear
style that makes the instructions easy to follow.
Marvelous treasury of card magic presents exact details of 155
professional card tricks that anyone can learn. Card wizard John
Scarne reworked these tricks to eliminate the need for sleight-ofhand. Simple instructions and clear diagrams illustrate Houdini's
"Card on the Ceiling," Blackstone's "Card Trick Without Cards," Milton
Berle's "Quickie Card Deal," more.
With Glen Singleton
25 Easy Card Magic Tricks for Beginners
Learn Over 30 Mysterious Card Tricks to Baffle Your Family and Friends
The Best Card Tricks
Easy Card Tricks for Kids
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The Collection Of Tips For Who Interested In Magic: List Of Magic Card
Tricks

30 mind-boggling maneuvers — arranged in order of difficulty — finding cards, mindreading feats, many more. Diagrams, instructions for preparing and manipulating deck.
Learn to perform 50 unbelievable magic tricks that will impress and astonish any
audience! Features QR codes with links to trick videos for easy learning and visual aid!
This delightful book reveals some of magic's best-kept secrets, showing you step-bystep exactly how the tricks are done from multiple angles. Learn easy-yet-mystifying
card tricks, awe-inspiring coin tricks, mentalism tricks for reading someone's mind,
deceptive bets, and amazing visual tricks that you can do with everyday objects,
including how to: Make a pen disappear Levitate a dollar Send a cup through a table
Tear a napkin and restore it to its original state Put a need through a balloon without
popping it Crack an apple open with your bare hands And more! In addition to these jawdropping tricks, this book provides readers with: QR Codes with trick videos for visual
aid Practice and performance tips Jokes to use when performing Additional resources
And more! Ultimately, by the end of this book not only will you know fifty mind-blowing
magic tricks, but you will also know exactly how to perform them confidently. The book
is the perfect gift for aspiring magicians or anyone who wants to impress their family
and friends!
The ultimate book of magic for kids from a world-famous magician, complete with
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photographs for easy to follow instructions. From one of the world's premier
practitioners of classic magic, with years of experience instructing younger readers in
the magical arts, comes this new revision of his complete guide to learning and
performing fantastic feats of prestidigitation. Acclaimed by the Los Angeles Times as
"the text that young magicians swear by," it's full of step-by-step instructions. More than
2,000 illustrations provide the know-how behind 300 techniques, from basic card tricks
to advanced levitation, along with advice on planning and staging a professional-quality
magic show.
Magic Aces
72 Foolproof Card Miracles for the Amateur Magician
Magic Tricks and Card Tricks
A Complete Routine of Amazing Card Tricks
Fifty-Two New Effects
Step-By-Steps Instructions For These Basic Skills: Magic Card

Magic card tricks are gaining attention from a lot of people nowadays. It is so
addictive and fun to do and watch. If you are a fan of this sport, this book is for
you. This book is is the Ultimate Card Tricks Collection designed to reveal and
instruct the magic beginner and the more experienced magician the most important
basic skills of card magic. This Magic Tricks Tutorial includes over 25 classic card
tricks and routines and a unique magical system that will allow the reader to
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perform Scores of Amazing Card Magic Miracles to Baffle and Amaze family and
friends and entertain any audience. You can carry this magic card tricks illustrated
tutorial manual everywhere you go, securely on your magic Kindle.... You'll Blow
Their Minds with these Great Tricks: - Amazing Rising Cards - Birds of a Feather Card Through Handkerchief - The Classic Four Ace Trick - The Invisible Choice PLUS more 20 Amazing Card Tricks Fully Explained and Easy to Do.
What is a self-working card trick? A trick that does not depend upon legerdemain
or special abilities on the part of the magician, but a trick that works automatically
because of the mathematics inherent in the card deck itself. Long practice and
supernormal dexterity are not needed to perform these tricks, yet they are often
among the most entertaining and most spectacular of all card tricks. Some of these
sure-fire tricks are simple, a good place to begin. Others were specially adapted
from professional routines and are here presented for the first time for amateurs.
Almost all of these tricks can be worked informally, with a borrowed deck of cards.
Some also adapt to stage presentation. Individual tricks in this book have sold for
more than the price of the entire book. Amateurs can use them to get a start in
magic and to feel, at once, the rewards of giving a professional performance.
Instructions for over 30 card tricks with tips for a professional performance.
Card Tricks
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Cool Magic Tricks with Cards
Magic Tricks Revealed: A How to Learn Magic Book With Easy Magic Tricks, Easy
Card Tricks, Coin Tricks, Street Magic and Other Cool Magic Tricks – Be a Magic
Geek With This Crash Course In Magic School
More Self-working Card Tricks
Magic Card Tricks
50 Step-by-Step Card, Coin, and Mentalism Tricks That Anyone Can Do
Even if you are an absolute beginner, the 30 tried and tested card tricks in this book will
provide you with enough material to start your career in card magic almost immediately.
Included in the box set are two packs of high-quality playing cards.
Presents eighty-eight tricks which can be worked with different groupings of playing
cards from the traditional deck.
Shares information on different types of card tricks, including the four burglars, spell-acard, and find the lady.
88 Foolproof Card Miracles for the Amateur Magician
Joshua Jay's Amazing Book of Cards
Card Tricks for Beginners
A Collection of Amazing Magic and Card Tricks
Self-working Card Tricks
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Encyclopedia of Card Tricks
This book contains a collection of mystifying magic and
card tricks. Great as a gift, this book will dumfound
friends and family and have them on their knees begging for
the secret behind these mind-boggling tricks. Includes an
introductory essays on magic tricks and card manipulation.
If you practice any sort of magic—or plan on giving it a
try—you probably know that for most people, card tricks are
often the starting point. If you have a deck of cards
readily available, as many common households do, the only
things required to wow an audience are a little sleight of
hand and a magician’s secrets. In spite of the timeless
credo “good magicians never reveal their secrets,” renowned
magicians Jean Hugard and Frederick Braué generously
divulged theirs in Card Tricks: The Royal Road to Card
Magic. Published originally in the 1940s, this classic
guide contains more than one hundred spectacular tricks
allowing anyone to pick up a deck and dazzle an
audience—whether their performance is in a theatre, at a
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party, or even on the street! With more than 120
illustrations to accompany trick instructions and the
addition of a new foreword by Steven Cohen, a master of
sleight of hand, this edition of Card Tricks is one of the
leading authoritative books on card magic.
Mathematical card effects offer both beginning and
experienced magicians an opportunity to entertain with a
minimum of props. Featuring mostly original creations,
Mathematical Card Magic: Fifty-Two New Effects presents an
entertaining look at new mathematically based card tricks.
Each chapter contains four card effects, generally starting
with simple applications of a particular mathematical
principle and ending with more complex ones. Practice a
handful of the introductory effects and, in no time, you’ll
establish your reputation as a "mathemagician." Delve a
little deeper into each chapter and the mathematics gets
more interesting. The author explains the mathematics as
needed in an easy-to-follow way. He also provides
additional details, background, and suggestions for further
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explorations. Suitable for recreational math buffs and
amateur card lovers or as a text in a first-year seminar,
this color book offers a diverse collection of new
mathemagic principles and effects.
Card Magic Tricks To Impress Others
Mathematical Card Magic
Close-up Card Magic
Creative Ideas and Tutorial To Perform Magic With Card:
Magic With Cards
Charles Jordan's Best Card Tricks
Abracadabra!
The world of magic is shrouded in mystery...until now! Little Giant�
Encyclopedia: Card & Magic Tricks reveals some of the basic secrets of
conjuring and illusion. It begins with 30 pages of card handling methods
that any beginner will find worthwhile. The magical card section features 83
mathematical tricks using special props and novelties, and you’ll also find
66 magical sleights of hand using coins, silks and handkerchiefs, string,
rope, and paper. There’s even a section on how to get the truly "magical”
effects that will have your audience shaking their heads in disbelief and
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calling for more.
Teach Yourself 25 Beginner Card Tricks! Amaze your friends and family
with these easy to learn card tricks. Basic Card Magic contains 6 card magic
routines with several tricks in each. You can use the routines as they are,
tweak them, combine them, mix them up, or use any trick on its own. You
can do all 25 card tricks using a standard deck of cards and with no prior
setup. Stun your friends with your new skills, because learning card magic
doesn’t come any easier than this. Get it now. Learn a Variety of Tricks and
Skills *Basic Card handling *False shuffles *Double lifts *Predictions
*Transportations *Color Changes *Vanishes …and more. Fun for All Ages
These beginner’s card tricks come with easy to follow instructions and
pictures. Easy enough for kids to learn but good enough to fool adults.
Discover your inner magician, because this is one of the best basic card
magic books on the market. Limited Time Only... Get your copy of Basic
Card Magic today and you will also receive: *Free SF Nonfiction Books new
releases *Exclusive discount offers *Downloadable sample chapters *Bonus
content … and more! Get it now.
Want to learn 101 of the coolest magic tricks? You ll be able to dazzle your
friends with diabolically clever card tricks and confuse them with cunning
coin conundrums. Want to make objects appear and disappear? Then check
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out the classic conjuring and riveting ring and rope tricks they ll have your
friends in knots! Have you always wanted to read minds? Let us show you
how with masterly mental magic. Open 101 Cool Magic Tricks and learn the
secrets of magic! This 208-page paperback book contains step-by-step
instructions for 101 magic tricks, and coloured illustrations throughout.
Basic Card Magic
A Fun and Easy Magic Trick: Card Tricks That Require No Sleight-of-Hand
Kid's Magic Card Tricks
Magic Card Tricks for Kids to Learn and Do: Book for Kids
Magic by Misdirection
Scarne on Card Tricks
Here's an excellent guidebook for people who want to learn how to
perform card tricks without having to spend wearisome hours
practicing. Thirteen diagrams and easy-to-follow directions provide
the novice with fundamentals for successfully mastering more than
50 impressive techniques -- among them The False Shuffle, The
Corner Crimp, Sensitive Finger Tips, Palming, The Glide, The Slip
Force, and Reading the Pack. No special dexterity is needed to
successfully complete any of these methods.
Magic Tricks Revealed: A How to Learn Magic Book With Easy Magic
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Tricks, Easy Card Tricks, Coin Tricks, Street Magic and Other Cool
Magic Tricks – Be a Magic Geek With This Crash Course In Magic
School Magic tricks aim to astonish and bewilder people. They are
illusions that aim to entertain a large number of people or just a
single person. They can be done in close proximity or with the aid of
a large stage at a certain distance from its audience. However the
trick is done, successful magic is one that can keep audiences
wonder in awe at what has just happened. There are various magic
trick tips that will help you learn magic faster. With a number of
magic tricks to learn, you must also have to know some of the
important principles behind most magic tricks. This book will show
you many different and fun easy magic tricks to learn and amaze
your friends and family with.
Demonstrates how to perform different types of card tricks with
step-by-step instructions and photographs.
101 Cool Magic Tricks
Illusions for the Intermediate Magician
The Royal Road to Card Magic
Card Magical Tricks
Step-By-Step Card Tricks For Beginners: Step-By-Step Card Tricks
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For Beginners Book
Covers impromptu tricks, banded decks, stacked-deck tricks, gambling
secrets, sleight-of-hand tricks, prepared-card tricks, shuffle
systems, four-ace tricks, one-way decks, and sample card routines
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